In vivo labeling: a glimpse of the dynamic proteome and additional constraints for protein identification.
Identities ascribed to the intact protein ions detected in MALDI-MS of whole bacterial cells or from other complex mixtures are often ambiguous. Isolation of candidate proteins can establish that they are of correct molecular mass and sufficiently abundant, but by itself is not definitive. An in vivo labeling strategy replacing methionine with selenomethionine has been employed to deliver an additional constraint for protein identification, i.e., number of methionine residues, derived from the shift in mass of labeled versus unlabeled proteins. By stressing a culture and simultaneously labeling, it was possible to specifically image the cells' response to the perturbation. Because labeled protein is only synthesized after application of the stress, it provides a means to view dynamic changes in the cellular proteome. These methods have been applied to identify a 15,879 Da protein ion from E. coli that was induced by an antibacterial agent with an unknown mechanism of action as SpY, a stress protein produced abundantly in spheroplasts. It has also allowed us to propose protein identities (and eliminate others from consideration) for many of the ions observed in MALDI (and ESI-MS) whole cell profiling at a specified growth condition.